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Introduction

In LaPolla 1990, I presented arguments to show that Chinese is a language in
which there has been no grammaticalizalion of the syntactic relations "subject"
and "object". This being the case, then syntactic relations cannot be what
determines word order in Chinese. In this paper I will argue that, aside from a
semantic rule that the actor of a verb, if expressed, must precede that verb, it is
pragmatic relations (information structure) that are the main determinants of
word order in Chinese.' Though writing about a situation that exists for French
and Italian, in the following quote Lambrecht could have been talking about
Chinese:
It is interesting to observe that the difference in the pragmatic status of the NP
referent as being either already present in the universe of discourse or not is
not only expressed by the choice of lexical vs. pronominal encoding but also
by the position of the NP in the sentence ... We thus notice a series of
correlations between (i) pre~ence of a referent in the universe of discourse,
pronominal coding. preverbal position and topic status. and (ii) previous
absence of a referent. lexical NP coding. post verbal position and focus status.
We may draw from these correlations the preliminary conclusion that certain
pragmatic differences having to do with the contrast between the text~externa1
and the text~intemal world are formaHy renected in the morpho~syntactic
structure of the sentence. (Lambrecht 1986:38)

As Li and Thompson (1978:687) argue, "word order in Chinese serves primarily to signal semantic and pragmatic factors rather than grammatical relations
such as subject, direct object, indirect object" (see also Li and Thompson
1981:19 for similar arguments). Much has been wrillen about the importance
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of "topic" in Chinese (e.g. Li and Thompson 1974a, 1976, 1981; Barry 1975;

The pragmatic presupposition, a propositional notion, must be distin-

Tsao 1979), hut the importance of pragmatic relations ("focus stmcture"- see

guished from the topic, which is the NP (expressed or not) within the pragmatic presupposition that has the function of naming the referent that the
assertion is about. As the assertion includes both the presupposition (and the
topic) and the focus, it is a pragmatically structured proposition, a proposition
in context. It is not the case that every utterance has a topic (sec below). or that
every sentence involves an explicit assertion (as with conventionalized polite
greetings, etc.).
Focus stmcture is not a question of identifiable vs. unidentifiable NPs; it
is "an indicator of a semantic relation holding on the level of the sentence or

definition below) in determining syntactic structure is not that well understood. What I explore then in this p<lpcr is focus structure and its grnmmatical~

ization in the word order patterns of Chinese.
In discussing information structure, I will generally follow the theory
outlined in the work of Knud Lambrecht (1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, to appear).
The concept of information structure presented there is an outgrowth of the
Prague School notion of Functional Sentence Perspective, though it goes far
beyond the simple concepts of "theme" ·- "rheme". We will discuss two
aspects of informati(lll structure: focus structure and the cognitive properties of
discourse referents.

it is not my intention to develop a theory of
information structure, as this has already been done hy Lambrecht. I will here
In the following introduction,

only he presenting a summary of those aspects of information structure (as

presented in Lambrecht's work) that arc relevant to Chinese. Please see
Lambrecht (to appear), for a complete and detailed analysis of information
structure.

The concept of focus structure, as defined in Lambrecht (to appear) will
he the center of interest in our discussion of information stmcturc:

Focus stntc/llre: A grammatical system used to mark the focus of the

assertion in a scutcncc hy setting it off against the pragmatic presupposition.

By "grammatical system" is meant a particular usc of intonation, morphology, word order, special "constructions", or a combination thereof. We then

need to define the terms pra~matir prr.Htpposithm, assertion, andfi}{'tU of the
assertion:
Praxnwtic presupposition: The set of propositions evoked in an utterance which the speaker assumes the hearer already knows or believes or
is ready to take for granted at the time of speech.

p,.agmatic assertion: The proposition which the hearer is expected to

know or believe or take for granted as a result of hearing the utterance.
Focus (or focu.v of the assertion): That portion of a proposition whereby
the assertion differs from the presupposition.

proposition as a whole, not ... an expression of information properties of

individual sentence constituents" (Lambrecht 1989:3, emphasis in original).
For Lambrecht, there is "a threefold distinction ... between information as
conveyed by propositions, the pm/imatic states of the referents or individual
sentence constituents in the minds or the speech participants, and the pragmatic relations established between these referents and propositions" (to
appear, p. 42, emphasis in original).'
Lambrecht ( 1986, 1987, 1989, to appear) distinguishes three main types
of focus stn1cturc: "predicate focus'\ "narrow focus'\ and "sentence focus".

Predicate focus is statistically the most common or the three. It involves an
assertion with an unmarked topic-comment structure. 3 There is a topic that is
within the presupposition; the domain (scope) of the focus is then the comment
(predicate), and within this there is an unmarked focus position, usually the
object position (see also Giv6n 1979b:51-53 on this last point). Lambrecht
gives examples (I a-d) ( 1989:5). to which I have added the Chinese equivalent:
(I)

Q:

A:

a. t.fy carlitf,roke down.

How's your car?
English (suhject-predicatc)

b. (/..Al mia macchina) :tie rolla. Italian (subject-predicate)
c. ( J.1a voiwrr) rill' est ell J1nnne. French (topic- subject-predicate)
d. ( Kuruma wa) kosltmh\·hi-ta.
Japanese (topic-comment)

e. (\Vo de clle zi) llttai /e.

Chinese (topic-comment)

In this structure, as the topic is part of the presupposition, it is usually not
necessary for it to be explicitly stated for the assertion to be understood, so it is
often pronominalized or, in the case of French, Italian, Japanese, and Chinese,
completely unexpressed (as shown by the parentheses around the topics).
Lambrecht's second type of focus structure is the narrow focus or "contrastive focus" stn1cturc. In a narrow focus structure only a single NP is in
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focus; the rest of the assertion is within the presupposition. as in the examples
in (2) ((2a-d) from Lambrecht 1989:8; the focused NP is in bold).

(2)
A:

Q: I heard your motorcycle hroke down 'I
a. fi!Y mr broke dmt'tl.
English (NP focus accent)
b. E Ia mia macchi11a eire_,; e rolla.
Italian (<'-cleft)
c. C'estma voiture qui e.t·t e11 pamre. French (c'e.rt cleft)
d. Krmmra li" ko,r/wo-Jhita.
Japanese (go-marking)
Chinese (Jhi-cleft)'
c. Slri wo clrezi huai /e.

Just as it is possible to pronominali7,c or drop the topic of a predicate focus
structure, it is often possible to leave out all but the focused constituent in a
narrow fucu~ structure. That is, a single NP could be the whole complete
ullerance, as Ill the answer to the question-word question in (3).
(3)

a.

lVeiyuanlwi xwm

Jhf'i /ai

danR

z.huxi?

committee choose who come act~as chairman
'Who tlid the committee choose to be chairman?'
b.

Zhmrgsa11.
(personal name)

Again it is important to emphasize that the NP in focus is not necessarily
"new information", as "it is not so much the focus noun itself which contributes the new information to the discourse but the relationship between (the
referent of) this noun and the entire proposition" (Lambrecht 1989:9). In fact,
"information is never conveyed by single words or expressions or even con~
stituents, but by establishing relations between words as clements of propositions" (Lambrecht 1986:160, emphasis in original).'
In Chinese, intonation can also he used to focus any constituent in the
sentence (Teng 1985: 166); predicate focus has the intonation on the predicate,
and this is the unmarked case; narrow focus can be achieved by using marked
intonation on the focused constituent. Therefore, (4), below, could be the
answer to Wlren did Miss Zhao ask for three days' leave of absence?, Who was
it that la.ft month asked for three days' leave of absence?, or /low many days
leave did Miss Zhao ask for last mmllh ?, depending on whether the prosodic
stress is placed on the temporal phrase, the actor, or the modifier of the final
NP respectively (Tcng 1985.).

Pragmatic relations and word order in Chine.fe
(4)
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Zhao Xiaojie .rhmrg gr yue
qing
/e san tian
Zhao Miss
last
cL month ask-fur ASP three day
jia.
vacation
'Miss Zhao last month asked for three days' leave of absence.'

The third type of focus stmcture discussed by Lambrecht, sentence focu.f,
requires little or no presupposition; the focus of the assertion is the entire
sentence. 1l1is is the type of sentence referred to by Kuno ( 1972) as "neutral
description" or "themcless". TI1is type is semantically non-binary, as there is
no topic-comment or focus-presupposition structure, and so is often referred to
a~ thelic, as opposed to categorical (e.g. Sasse 1987). It is generally presentational. presenting either a state of affairs or a new referent (Sasse's "eventcentral" or "entity-central"). In languages that have syntactic subjects, the
subject is the unmarked topic, so for a subject to be interpreted as not topical it
must be "detopicalized", marked in some wny, either by intonation, word
order, or morphology. As the unmarked focus position is that of the object,
most languages dctopicalize the subject by giving it markings, intonation, or
word order similar to those of an object (Lambrecht 1989: I 0).
(5)

A;

Q: What happened?
a. My car broke down.
b. Mi si e rolla Ia macc/rina.
c. J'ai ma •·oiture qui est en pa11ne.
d. Kurnma ga koJitoo-.<lri-ta.

English (accented subject NP)
Italian (inverted subject NP)
French (clefted subject NP)
Japanese (morpho!. marking)

Chinese does not have a grammaticalizcd subject or object. but the relevant NP
(what otherwise might be interpreted as a topic) must still be shown to be nontopical in a sentence focus construction. B's answer in (6) is one type of
sentence focus stmcture in Chincse. 6

(6)

A: Faslreng /e
slremne shi?
happen ASP what
affair
'What happened?'

B: Ga11g
lai
/e
yi
da dui
/iuma11g.
just-now come ASP one big group hoodlum
•A group of hoodlums just arrived.'
In this example the "big group of hoodlums" is marked as non-topical by its
postverbal position. It is then not a statement about the hoodlums, but merely
assert~ that the event of their appearance occured.
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Hcfncmial

One importnnt point we can sec from all the examples above is the

different ways languages have of marking !he diffcrcnllypcs of focus slruc·
tt1rc, which gives us a window on the interactions and precedence relations

idcntiriablc

. ill,.,

(which type of relation takes )liC<T<knce over another) between syntactic.
semantic nnd pragmatic relations. We sec that in English syntactic relations

control the syntactic structure, and arc relatively unaffected by pragmatic
relations, while in Italian and French pragmatic relations take precedence over

syntactic relations in determining syntactic structure. In Chinese pragmatic
!he verb has an argument that is an actor (i.e. agent, effector). We will look at
lire different constructions involved below, but first we will look al lire Nl's

FiRIIrl' I. The cognith·c stairs of rrfcrrntial Nl's in di.rnmru

Following I will give a very brief outline of some of the different

periphery of consciousness, hut in long term memory). A referent

will often be

unidentifiable when first introduced into a discourse, hut it can be introduced
in two ways, either as a "hratH..I-ncw" 1mmrclwred referent. or as an anchored
referent (these terms from Prince 1981 ), one where the unidentifiable referent
is prcsentetl as related in some way loan idcntifi<1hle referent (as in a lfU)' I
work witlr). Further mentions of a referent after ils introduction will then treat it
as idcrrtifiahlc. i\ referential Nl' is specific if it is identifiable lo the speaker,
regardless of whether it is identifiable lolhc addressee or not. If the individual
identity of the referent is not important to the speaker, it is non-specific (as in
/'mlookinli.fin· a""''"'"-·- it could he one I just lost (specific), or any mouse I
happen to come across (mm-spccific)). (icncl ics, tRcdicative NPs, and nouns
I hat occur in rompounds (e.g. hear-IHmtiHft) or arr under the srope of negation

arc aii!Hl1Hcfcrenlial. 7 This gives us the hierarchy of referential NPs (cxclud-

unanchored

teJttually situation:tlly infercnti:tlly

involved in the constructions.

in this paper rather than to explicate a theory of pragmatic categories. Sec
Lambrecht, to appear, Chapter 3 for such an explication (cf. also Du Bois
I<JHO).
An Nl' is u:frrl'ntial if tire speaker intends for it to refer to a particular
entity which exists within a parlicular universe of discourse. with continuous
identity over time (cf. Givun 1'178:2<J3, DuBois 1980:208). This referential
NP will be either identifiable or wridentifiable to the addressee. If it is idcntifi·
able, it will he in one of three activation states, actii'e (currently the focus of
consciousness), acce.uih/e (not the current focus of consciousness, but textually, situaliorrally, or inferentially derivable), or inacti<·e (not in the focus or

anchored

~

relations arc not subject to syntactic factors, but take a back seat to semantics if

semantic properties ami pragmatic statuses the representation of a referent
may have in a discourse. This will he essentially to define the terms to be used

'7\

ing the specific-non-specific contrast) liS presented in Figure I.
It is important to point out the difference between the (possibly univcr~
sal) cognitive category of identifiability and the (language specific) /il'llmmalical category of definiteness. l>efiniteness can I)C said to he tl1c grammati~
cal coding of an Nl' as to whether or not the speaker assumes the referent of
the Nl' is identifiable to the addressee, though this is a rough definition, as the
relationship between definite coding, to the extent that it exists, and the
. .
cognitive statuses of referents varies greatly between languages.
fl is also important to crnphasi7.c the distinction between the aclrvatwn
status of a referent amJ the information structure categories intrmJuccd above.
The former involves the cognitive statuses of discourse referents, while the
faller involves the relations between discourse referents and propositions.

2.

The question of "definiteness"

The first question we will discuss is the types of endings NPs can have in
Chinese in rc1ation to their activation states, and whether or not word order ts

involved in marking "definiteness" or identifiability in Chinese, as is often
assumed. Mullic ( 1932: 160-168) outlined a correlation between "definiteness"
(what he referred to as "determinateness") and preverbal position, and between
"indefiniteness" ("indeterminateness") and post-verbal position, for the Single
argument of intransitive verbs. Mu11ic's annlysis was quite insightful, as he

I
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saw that what determined word order for intransitivcs was not accurately

captured hy the usc of the terms "dctcnuiuate" and "indctcrrninate" ("definite" ami "indefinite .. ); he also understood the usc of having the "subject'' of
intransitivcs in

post~vcrbal

position "when 'a state of affairs' or 'an action',

thus the verb rather than the subject, is emphasi1.cd" (1932: 166) (see below on
the event-central thctic sentence); and he understood the possible (though not
always necessary) usc of the "circumlocution" of the presentative construction
for "indeterminate" "subjects" of transitive vcrhs. (See below for discussion of

Pragmatic relations and word order in Chi11eJe

Sun and Giv6n (I 985) actually claimed to have disproved Tendency A with a
quantitative discourse analysis of hoth written and oral texts, hut Nichols
(I 988a) has shown thnt when run through the relevant stntisticnl tests, Sun
and Giv6n's own data .Wf'(>Ort Tendency A. A similar study (M. Wang t9RR)
done with the same methodology

ples that violate this tendency (i.e., have "indefinite" sentence initial NPs) sec

hy Sun and Givtln came up with results

[t)here is by no means a Mrict correlation between the definite interpretation
of a noun and its position relative to the verb .. IW)ord order plays a
significant and !llystematic role in distinguishing definite from indefinite
nouns, although it is not the only means by which definite and indefinite
nouns may be distinguished from each other. (1975: 184~5)

Y. R. Chao (l96R:76-77) stated that "there is a very strong tendency for
the subject to have a definite reference, and the object to have an indefinite
rderence", but it is " ... not so much the subject or object function that goes
sentence that makes the difference". Teng (1975) and Zhu (19R2) also give
~imilar analyses. It is signifkant that each of these scholars statctlthc tendency
with hedges; each recognized the weakness of the generalization. (ror exam-

w~ed

that also support Li and Thompson's hypothesis.
Though there is this tendency, Li and Thompson point out that

the presentative constructions.)

with definite or indefinite reference as position in an earlier or later part of the
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As Li and Thompson recognil.C in their discussion of Tendency A, there
are two parts to the question of"dcfiniteness" in Chinese: (I) the coding on the

NP. and (2) whnt they consider to he coding hy position of that NP in the
sentence. We will look at each of these separately to sec if they arc really two
parts of the same thing.

Fan 1985.)

In Li and Thompson 1975, an altcmpt is made to formalize this relation-

2.1 Coding

011

rlre Nl'

ship between word order and the "definiteness" of the NPs of a sentence in

Chinese. They give the following "tendency" (p. 170):
Tendency A:

Nouns preceding the verb tcnt.l to be definite, while

those following the verb tend to be indefinite.

Tendency 1\ is an ovcrgcncralitation, so Li and Thompson propose a set
of refinements (p. 184 ):

Rcjincmrnr I:

The nmrn in post verbal position will be interpreted as
indefinite unless it is morphologically or inherently or

nnn-anaphorically definite.

Refinement 2:

A scntcm:c-initial noun must he interpreted as definite,
and may not he interpreted as indefinite even if it is
preceded hy the numeral yi 'one'.

Refinement 3:

The noun following !Jei, although pre-verbal, is immune

Refinemem 4:

to Tendency /\.
Nouns in prepositional phrases arc immune to Ten-

dency A'
Tendency A has been supported hy data from quantitative discourse

analyses of Chinese texts, such as Sun and Giv6n 19R5 and M. Wang 1988.

Each type of discourse referent in Chinese may be represented in several ways.
A referent that is active will often be represented by a zero or overt pronoun,
but can also be expressed as a bare lexical NP or one preceded by a genitive
phrase or by a deictic pronoun (including a numeral plus classifer phrase if the
number of the referents is important)•
(7)

A: Zlrangsan 1 jintimt lai
guo ma?
today
Zhangsan
come ASP v
'Has Zhangsan come (in) today'>'
B: 0; meiyou, keslri (ra) yi lwir lwi /ai, {ra 1 de
(3S<;) one time will come 3so GEN
N-A
but
chezi}; you wenti.
vehicle have problem
'No, but he'll be in in a little while, his car has a problem.'
A: ((ITa; de) clrezi /1) you
you wenri
lei 0i
((3SG GEN) vehicle) again have problem ASP
zhen shi
ian
lwo.
really COP rotten goods
'His car has problems again! It's really a piece of junk.'

__
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In this example. Zhangsan is inactive (or accessible) in the first utterance. but
after being mentioned is then active in the second utterance and so can be

b.

represcntctl as a zero or a pronoun. llis car is introduced as an inactive (or
possibly anchored unidentifiable) referent in the second utterance. and is then

active in the last utterance, so can be represented by the bare noun, the noun
with the genitive phrase, or a z.cro.

A referent that is accessible or inactive will generally be encoded as a
hare lexical NP or one preceded hy a genitive phrase or by a deictic pronoun
(sec ex. (7)). An unanchored unidentifiable referent which is to become a
topic in the discourse will generally be introduced as a lexical noun preceded
by a numeral (usually yi 'one') pins a classifier:
(8)

~Voj

ztti}i11
mai le yi
I so recently buy ASP one
le 0 1 yi
ci 0 1 jill
I"'
ASP
one time then hrcak

shrumg xiezi1, keshi
pair
shoes but

~i

clman
wear

/e.

ASP

'I bought a pair of shoes recently, hut only wore (them) once and
(they) broke.'
llcrc the shoes arc introduced as an unanchored unidentifiable referent in the
first clause, anU arc then active in the following two clauses.
An unanchored referential-unidentifiable referent which is not to become

a topic (is incidental to the discourse) will often either not have the numeral
plus classifier, or will have the classifer, hut not the numeral. 10 An unidentifiable referent can also be introduced as an anchored referent, where it is marked
as related, usually hy a genitive phrase, to some other clement either known to
the addressee or within the schema or frame of the discourse, such as is the
case with

(9)

~:onJ:rcn

'worker' in the following example:

/e
elm
Xue:dao de
yi
J?C
xonxren zuotimr
ASP
school oEN one CLASS worker yesterday produce
che-h1w.
car-accident
'Yesterday one of the workers in the school got into a car acci~
dent.'

Non-referential Nl's will be represented as bare lexical nouns or nouns
preceded by a numeral plus a classifier or just a classifer:
(10) a.

Jlr shi ((yi) ge)
go11gre11.
3sn coP ((one) CLASS) worker
'lie is n worker.'
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Bu guan conK nali
lai.
rcn
zonf<
shi rrn.
not matter from where come person always cor person

'No matter where (they) arc from, people arc still people.'

c.

Yi ge
ren
zai wuliao
de
one CLASS person ASP uninteresting GEN
xia11g

he

shilrou hui
time will

jill.

think
drink liquor
'When a person is bored sn1e will think of drinking liquor.'
In (I Oa), the predicativc phrase 'a worker' can be coded in Chinese as a bare
noun, a classifer plus noun, or 'one' plus classilicr plus noun. In (lOb), the
generic 'person' is coded as a bare NP, while in (Ilk) it takes a numeral and
classifer.
Following is a summary of the types of representations each type of
referent may have:
Type of referent
Active
Accessible
Inactive
Unanchored Unidentifiable
Anchored Unidentifiable
Non-referential

l'ussihle endings
zero, pronoun. hare NP, with dcictic pronoun
pronoun, hare NP, with deictic pronoun
hare NP, wilh dcictic pronoun

bare NP, (numeral +)classifier
genitive phrase, relative clause

bare NP, (numeral +) classifier

From the point of view of the type of NP which represents a particular
referent, we can see that Chinese can gcnerallly distinguish between active and
non-active identifiable referents by the usc of zero anaphora for active referents, and between identifiable and unidenlifiablc referents by the use of a
deictic pronoun as a modifier on nouns representing identifiable referents.
Chen (1986:16-17) considers all Nl's marked with a genitive phrase or
relative clause to be "definite" (so, for example, the topic in (9), which
represent~ an anchored unidentifiable referent, would he considered hy Chen
to be "definite"), and only unanchored unidentifiable referents with overt
marking (numeral plus classifier) as "indefinite". The fact that almost any type
of referent can be represented by a bare noun with no overt marking leads Chen
to posit a third grammatical category, which he calls "indeterminate". The
pragmatic states of the referents of these "indeterminate" Nl's, according to
Chen, are interpreted by the addressee as "definite" or "indefinite" on the

i
r
I

I

I
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basis of "syntactic or discourse contexts" (1986: 19). Given these facts, and
the fact pointed out by Chafe (1976:39) and Giv6n (1978:319) that since the
deictic (llemon~tralivc) pronouns do not lose their dcictic force when used for
"dcfinitization" they cannot he seen as sirnply marking "dcfiniti7,ation", 1
would argue that Chinese docs not have n grammatical category of definite~
ness, but simply several means for expressing the pragmatic category of
idcntifiabil ity.
In terms of position of an NP in a sentence, there are few restrictions
based on the semantic or pragmatic status of the referent of that NP. 11 Generic
( IOh-c), uniquely identifiable (I la-b), and any overtly marked NPs (either
definite or indefinite - ( 12a-d)) can appear before or after the verb, without
a change in pragmatic status (Chen 1986:37; see also the refinements to Li
and Thompson's Tendency 1\ given above) (The relevant items are in bold
type; ( 12a) is from Fan 1985:322, originally from a New China News Agency
bulletin.)
(II)

1'aiytllll{ <"1111 lai
lr.
sun
out come ASP
'The suu has come out,'

h.

Wo yi zheng lian dou mei kmr tfao taiyang
I so one whole day all N-A look arrive sun
'I haven't seen the surt all day.'

Liang ge
Shaoxianduiyuan
two CLASS Yourtg-l'ioneer(s)
\Vang l'ifu xian le
xitm
Wang Yifu give ASP fresh
'Two Young l'ioneers gave fresh
llaifeng and Wang Yifu.'

d.

xiang
Xu lfaiJe11g he
towards Xu Haifeng and
lrua
Ire hong lingjin.
flowers and red
scarf.
flowers and red scarfs to Xu

h.

Looshi jintian song wo )'i /11
huar.
teacher today give I so one CLASS painting
'Today the teacher gave me a painting.'

c.

Nei ge
ren
ji11tian mei lai.
that CLASS person today N~A come
'That person didn't come today.'

309

A: Che
s/wng clmle
nei ge
ren
yiwai,
vehicle on
aside-from that CLASS person ac;idc-from
ltai you shemne ren?
still have what
person
'Who else is on the train aside from that person?'

B: Jiu ZIIO nei ge
ren.
only sit that CLASS person
Only that person is sitting there.
It is only the indeterminate category that, according to Chen, is affected
by position in a sentence (cf. Chao 1968:76):
(13) a.

b.

a.

( 12) a.

Pragmatic relations and 'Word order in Chine.fe

Lai /e
keren.
come ASP gue.•t
•ntere came a guest.'
Keren
lai
lr.
Guesl(s) come ASI'
'The guest(s) have wmc.'

Chen essentially follows the scholars mentioned ahove in assuming that word
order detennines "definiteness... Only Giv6n questions whether the prcvcrhal
word order patterns arc
indeed 'mere definili7_ation' or topic-shifting devices. The nouns occurring in
them could be definite or generic, which is a general restriction holding to
definite NPs as well as lopic~shifting. The distributional rcstriction.c:o in these
word order devices in Mandarin, including the lm construction, strongly hint
that they are topic-shifting rather than definitization devices. ( 197R:3 19)

I propose that it is not identifiability that is coded by word order, but focus
structure. If we look beyond the identifiability of the referents of noun phrases,
we can see that Tendency A is actually only one part of a more general
tendency to have the focus at the end of the sentence (cf. note by Dragunov in
Wang 1982: 106; Huang and Davis 1988:9), or at least postvcrbal (in the case
of cleft constructions). The confusion of focus structure with the representation of referents came about because referents newly introduced into the
discourse will almost always occur in the sentence final (post-verbal) focus
position (99% of refercntial-"indefinile" NPs in Sun and Giv6n's study
(1985) were post-verbal), so post-verbal position became associated with
"indefiniteness". As a topic is most often identifiable, and as topic position is

r
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preverbal. preverbal position hccnmc associated with "definite" NPs. Yet an , 3.1 Entity~centralpresentative sentences

NP of any type of refcrcntialily or identifiability can occur in postverbal
position, if it is focal, and the same NP can occur in preverbal position, if it i.r
topical. We can then make a much stronger' generalization than Tendency A,
with all its refinements, or the much-hedged statements by other scholars, if
we say that topical or non-focal NPs occur preverl>ally and focal or nontopical NPs ocmr post-verlwlly. 12 In this generalization I include non-focal
NPs with topical Nl's because aside from topical Nl's, which will generally be
sentence initial, non-focal Nl's (secondary topics, non-referential Nl's used
adverbially, etc.) can also appear prevcrbally, albeit in non-initial position. I
also include non-topical (including non-referential) NPs with focal Nl's because in a predicate focus structure a focal NP will appear postvcrbally to
mark it as focal, while in an cvcnt-ccntralthctic phrase a non-topical NP will
appear posl-verhally to mark it as non-topical (sec below for examples). Focal
and nmHopical Nl's can holh appear postverhally hecansc they share the
clwractcristic of Nor being an entity that an assertion is predicated of.

.1.

Marked focus constructions"

' Entity-central presentative sentences introduce a new referent into a disi course. They do this by placing the new referent in the post verbal focus
J position. •• Li and Thompson (1981 :509-519) classify these into two types,
: those which simply state the referent's existence or location (the "existential
1
presentative sentence"), and those which introduce the referent with a verb of
motion. This difference is exemplified in (14) (Li and Thompson's (2) and
(3), p. 509-10):
(14) a.

(zai) yuanzi-li

you

(LOC) yard-inside exist

b.

lAi

/e

yi

Sentences with the cxislcntial verb you, as in ( 14a) have two possible stnrctures,the one given in (14a) and that in (15) (Li and Thompson's (7), p. 511):

yi

zhi

grm wi

yrwnzi-li.

CLASS

dog

yard-inside

197H) due to the statistical predominance of predicate focus sentences. but

'll1ere is a dog in the ynrd .'

can have the same syntactic structure as a predicate focus sentence, but the

subject Nl' will not he topical and there will be no prosodic stress on the verb.
In Chinese, a sentence focus sentence cannot have the same structure as a
predicate focus sentence. A prc.sc!.ltativc stwcture must be. used to prevent a

potcntial1y topical NP from hcing interpreted as a topic. Following we will
examine hoth entity-central or event-central sentence focus structures, and
discuss the focus structure of incorporation constructions.

dog

keren.

ge

Word order in Mandarin is "consistently" vcrh medial (Li and Thompson

and so less "marked". In a language such as English, a sentence focus sentence

gou.

CLASS

come ASP one n .ASS guest
··n1cre came a guest.'

exist one

sentences have focus structure, hut one type. predicate focus, is more common,

zhi

one

'In the yard there is a dog.'

(15) You

there arc a mnnbcr of constructions that deviate from this form hecausc of the
influence of marked focus structure. By "marked" I simply mean statistically
less common. There is no such thing as a pragmatically "neutral" sentence; all

yi

LOC

Li and Thompson point out that there is a pragmatic difference hetwcen these
two structures, but they sec the difference in terms of the "definiteness" of the
locus (yuanzi). That is, they slate that for ( 14a) lobe used properly, the locus
must have already been established in the discourse context, as it functions as
the topic of the sentence. Yet if we look at the identifiability of yua11zi, we see
that in both ( 14a) and ( 15) the yard is in the same stale of identifiability- it is
identifiahle (this is the unmarked slate for localivcs- Van Valin 1975); the
"definiteness" of the yard then cannot he important here. What is different
between the two is the focus structure. In (15) lhe yard is identifiable, so it is
1 not being introduced as a new referent, as lhe dog is, yet it is focal (both clauses
! in (15) contain focal Nl's). In ( 14a) yrmllt.i-/i 'in the yard' is not focal, hut it is
also not a topic about which an assertion is being made. It merely acts as a

I

I

locative reference point (it is situationally accessible); the locative serves
simply to anchor the new referent in the discourse (Lamhrccht 1988: 15-16). It

is generally not the topic of a topic chain. for example, or even simple cross-

I•
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(18) Ta you san ge
llaizi.
3so exist three CLASS child(ren)
'He has three children.'

clause corcfcrcncc:

(16) a.

b.

Yucmzi li
you junren, danslri 0 1 bu duo.
yard
inside have soldier(s) but
not many
'There arc soldiers in the yard, but not many.'

*Yuanzi

you junren, danslri
/i 1
yard
inside have soldier(s) but
you da.
also big

0 1 you kuan, 0 1
also wide

Li Naicong (p.c.) points out that the following sentence, in which the locative
seems to be the topic of a topic chain, is grammatical:

( 17) Yumrzi li
you jrmren, lrai you ji
liang
yard
inside have soldicr(s) also have several CLASS
tankeche, srwyi (J xilmde hen yongji.
tanks
so
appears very crowded
'In the yard there arc .~oldiers and some tank.•. so it looks quite
crowded.'
In this case, though, the topic of xiande /ren yongji 'appears very crowded'
cannot he ytumzi-li 'in the yard' with a locative sense. but must be yuanzi 'the
yard' (or possibly yuanzi-li, with a nominal meaning, 'the inside of the yard'),
ao; yuanzi-li with a locative sense is an abbreviation of zai yuanzi-li 'in the
yard', with the locative verb zai. 'l11is difference is significant. In the sentence
initial position of (17), yuanzi-li and zai yuanzi-li are both permissible, but
replacing the zero anaphor before xiande lren yongji with zai yuanzi-li would
be ungrammatical. (See also the discussion of (19) below.)
The second type (i.e. ( 15)), with the locus and presentative phrases
reversed is not an existential presentative sentence like ( 14a), as assumed by Li
and Thompson, hut is actually an example of what Li and Thomson (1981 :611618) call the "realis descriptive clause sentence", a two-clause structure15
where a referent is introduced in the first clause, and then an assertion is made
about it in the following clause (both of which are part of the same sentence;
see bclow). 16
A second point about Li and Thompson's analysis of existential presentative sentences is that Li and 'l110mpson equate them with possessives (p.
513). In their analysis, the only difference between a sentence such as (14a)
and (18) (Li and Thompson 1981:513, ex. (14)) is that (18) has an animate
locus.
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Yet there is an important difference in focus stmclllre between (18) and
(14a). In (14a) the locus can take the locative verb zai; that is, it is a separate
clause (of the type in a serial verb constmction), and it can occur either before
or after the you clause with no change in the truth value of the utterance. The
sentence is a sentence focus sentence, i.e., there is no topic. In ( 18), ta is not a
separate clause, it is the topic about which the assertion is being made. It
cannot occur after the you clause. This is a predicate focus sentence, therefore
not of the same class of sentences as (14a). Guo (1990:24-25) distinguishes
between existential structures and what he refers to as "possessive subject"
sentences on the basis of whether there is a "positional" particle (in example
(19b),li 'inside') in the sentence initial NP. Without the positional particle, the
initial NP is a topic in a sentence that says something ahout what happened to
that topic; with the positional particle, the sentence-initial NP is not a topic, it
is simply the location of the event or entity. Guo gives the following examples:
J·

(19) a.

erzi.
Ta si le yi ge
3so die ASP one CLASS son
'One of his sons died (on him).'

ren.
si /e yi ge
b. Tau /i
ASP
one
CLASS
person
head inside die
'Someone among the leaders died.'
This distinction is clearest when the sentence initial NP is a location, as in (20).
Without a positional particle, the sentence initial NP is not a locative, as in the
existential sentences, but is a topic in a possessor relation to the post-verbal
NP:
yi z/ri
xiongmao.
(20) Dongwuyuan pao le
zoo
run ASP one CLASS panda
'The zoo lost a panda (by its mnning away).'

A difference similar to that between ( 14a) and ( 18) obtains between
sentences such as (14a) and those such as (21 ), which Li & Thompson
(1981:514, ex. (17)) also discuss as a type of presentative sentence in that it
identifies or characterizes the pre-copula NP, which they also consider a
locus.

'·
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(21) \Vaimian shi yi
outside

zhi

gort.

col, one CtASS dog

'What's outside is a dog.'

For this sentence to be used properly. "the ·speaker must believe not only that
the listener already knows about the locus but that s/he has some reason to be
interested in it and in what it is or what it has or what it looks like" (p. 5 15). The
type exemplified by ( 14a), on the other hand, simply predicates "the existence
of the presented noun phrase at some locus in which the listener need not have
had any interest" (p. 515).
Again we can see that these two types are very different in terms of focus
structure, and that this is what determines the difference in meaning and usage.
In (21 ). the fact that the pre-copula NP is under discussion is clearly part of the
presupposition (cf. the quote in the preceding paragraph), and there is an
assertion made about it. It also cannot occur at the end of the sentence. This
!alter type of sentence and the possessive structure (as in (18)) then are
different from the first type of existential presentative sentence (as in (14a),
( 15)): the first type, similar to there sentences in English, is comprised of either
a simple thctic statement asserting the existence of an entity in a particular
location ( 15), or a bicl:twutl .'\CIHcncc focus statement involving a statement

about the existence of some cll!ity and its location (14a); the other two
sentence types arc holh singlc~clausc sentences with clear topic~comment
structures.

The second type of "existential presentative sentence" discussed by Li
and 1l10mpson ( 1981 :611-618) (and mentioned just above), they call the
"real is descriptive clause sentence". lltis type is a serial verb construction in
which a referent is introduced in the post verbal position of the first clause, then
an assertion about the referent is made hy the second clause (Li and Thompson
say that an "incidental description" is made of the NP by the second clause).
The two clauses together arc one intonation unitlsentcnce. (Ex. (22b) is their
(75). p. 611):
(22) a.

b.

(Waimian) you yi
ge
ren
xiang jian ni.
(outside) have one CLASS person think see 2sa
"11~ere's a person (outside) who wants to see you.'

Ta you yi
ge
meimei
hen xi/JUan kan
3so have one CLASS younger-sister very like
look
dianyi11g.
1110VIC

'S/IIc has a younger sister (who) likes to watch movies.'
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\Vo mai le yi jia11 yifu
hen lrao kan.
I sa buy ASP one CLASS clothes very good look
'I bought a piece of clothing (that is) very good looking.'

In all of these examples the structure is a juncture of two clauses. but (22a)
does not have exactly the same focus structure as (22b) or (22c): (22a) has a
simple presentational clause, which asserts the existence of an entity, as
discussed above, followed by a predication. The first clause simply allows the
referent to become active in the discourse; the second clause makes an assertion about it." In (22b), on the other hand, there arc two topic-comment type
assertions, one about the topic Ia, the other about the sister that is introduced in
the unmarked focus position of the first clause and becomes the topic of the
.second clause. The same structure can be assigned to (22c). It might be argued
that in all three of these examples the first clause functions only to introduce a
referent, yet the first clause IS making an assertion about a topic (e.g., in (22c)
that the topic 'I' bought an item of clothing). even if the proposition expressed
is a rather uninteresting or uninformative one. The variety of verbs that can
occur in the first clause of this type of construction would also argue against
seeing that clause as propositionally empty.
The nature of this type of structure in English is discussed at length in
Lambrecht 1988. Lambrecht (1988: 15) calls this stntcturc a "presentational
amalgam construction". An example of this in English is I have a friend of
mine in the history department teaches two courses per semester (Lambrecht
1988:1), a construction usually considered ungrammatical in English, but
nonetheless used very often. It is a structure where the speaker wishes to
express a proposition about a referent being introduced, but is forced by the
constraints on information structure (cf. Chafe's ( 1985: 18; 1987:32) "One
New Concept at a Time Constraint") to code the proposition in two clauses.
The most efficient way to do this with a minimum of syntactic paraphrasing is
to code the new referent simultaneously as the focus of the first clause and the
topic of the following clause. Sasse (1987:541 ff.) also discusses similar
structures in Arabic, Boni and other languages.
This is a type of core-coordination where the two cores share an argument." The structure created, then, is tighter than simple juxtaposition.
Though I talk about the referent being introduced in the first clause of a realis
descriptive clause sentence and then having an assertion made about it, this is
'not a two-step process; it is not a case of equi-NP deletion in the second clause.
The single argument is actually shared by both cores, and so is both new and a
topic.

i'
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Li and Thompson point out the semantic similarity hetween these struc-;
We now tum to presentative sentences which involve a verb of motion. In
lures ant! relative clauses.•• and explain the difference in the following quote: ~this eonstruction,the new referent occurs immedia~ely after the verb of m~lion
IT Ihe message conveyed hy the reali' dc,criptive clau'e ;, that the property
(Li and Thompson 1981 :517-19), such as we saw m ( 14b), repeated here.
it names is entirely incidental, while the message conveyed by the relative
clause is that there is a prccstahlished class or such items. Oy prn.fttrMhht!d
we mean that the item with the property in question is assumed or has already
come up at some point in discm:sions between speaker and hearer~ they can be
!':aid to have tacitly agreed on the existence of a class of items with this

.

f
!
I

( 14)

b.

.
.
l.ar
le
Y'
Ke
keretr ·
come ASP one CLASS guest
• A guest came. •

This type of structure cannot be used with all intransitive verbs of motion,
though; verbs such as gun 'roll', and pa 'climb' used alone cannot introduce a
It would seem from this qttole lhatthey arc talking about identifiability. They
referent. They must be in a construction with another clause, as in exx. (14a)
give the examples in (23) (their (84), p. 614) as evidence of the semantic
and (15), or appear in construction with presentative verbs that act as compledifference between realis descriptive senlences and sentences with relative
ments of result, as in (24):
clauses:
property.

(23) a.

h.

(1981:614)

Wo mai le

(24) pa
c/111 lai
le yi
zlri
laolw.
climb exit come ASP one CLASS tiger
'A tiger climbed out.'

yifu
tai
da.
I su huy ASP one CLASS clothes too
big
'I bought an outfitlhat turned out to be too big.'
yi

)ian

Wo mai le yi )ian
tai da de yifu.
I SO btty i\SI' one CLi\SS too big REL clothes
'I bought an ottlfitlhal was too big.'

Li and Thompson do not give a reason for this difference. hut what seems to
be going on involves two different semantic factors. One is the aspect of ~he
verbs involved: only a verb that is temporally bounded can be presentattve
(cf. Kuno 1972:300). The other factor is the meaning of the verbs involv~d:
verbs such as pa 'climb' cannut introduce a referent because they are maktng
a predication about the referent, whereas the general movement verbs, such as
lai 'come', qu 'go', clru 'exit', etc. arc semantically weak enough (they do not
say anything about now the movement is done) that they ~an be used for
presentational purposes. The latter, hut not the former, also mvolvc a <hrcctional component which naturally lends itself to the mtroduct1on of new
referents. Lambrecht (1989:29) suggests that verbs such as 'arrive' arc
presentational due to their "inherent Jcxicnl content", and vcrhs such as 'cal~'
may be construed as presentational because of the c1~ntext. Du ll~Jts
(1987:836) also argues that intransitive verbs have two functiOns: mtroducmg
1 referents and adding semantic material, the difference depending on the

They discuss the difference between these lwo sentences as one of whether or
not there is a preestablished class of clothes that arc too big. Yet the discourse
status of the class of the referent is not what is important here. New infonnation may be presented in the presupposed formal of a restrictive relative clause
as long as it is relatively unremarkable information, i.e. not the focus of the
assertion (DuBois 1980:223; sec also Cumming 1984:369). What is important
is that in (23a) an assertion is being made about the clothing, that it is too big.
No such assertion is being nHl<lc in (23b). That is, in (23a) there arc two
assertions, that I bought a piece of clothing, and I hal it is too big; in (23b) there
is only one assertion, that I bought a piece of (a particular type of) clothing. If
anything is incidental, it is lite informalion in the relative clause, not the
information which is being asserted. Though it is not clear from the main body
discourse. 20
of their discussion, Li and Thompson clearly understand this point, as in the ·
last few lines of the section they stale that "semantically, a descriptive clause
3.2 Event-central tlretic sentence.<
simply adds another assertion to the first one. A relative clause, on the other
In "event-central" presentative sentences, what is being asserted is the existhand, is a part of the noun phrase naming the item in question, so it is natural
ence (happening) of an event, not the existence of an entity, so this type of
that it allows the expression of a preestablished class of items with the property
it names" (p. (>I H).

I
!
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structure will often not include referentially specific NPs. It is possible to
have a referential Nl' in this type of structure, hut it will be "pragmatically
non-referential" (Giv6n 1981 ), that is, a referential NP can he treated as nonref~rential when it is not salient in the dis.course (sec c<. (26a)). Tite prototyptcal examples ol the "event-central" sentence arc statements about the
weather, such as It's rai"i"R· In Chinese the verbs for rain and .mow do not
incorporate the oh_jcct as in English, though the Nl's 'rain' and 'snow' in the
sentences in (25), below, arc not referentially specific (do not refer to some
. fi
.
spec: .1c ram or s:10w - arc "non~nmnip~1lnhlc" in the framework of Hopper
and lhompson I Y84, 1985), and not toptcal, ami so are placed in postverbal
pOSit lOll:

(25) a.

h.

Xia )'II /e.
fall rain ASP
'll's raining.'

Xia xue

/e.

fall

/\SP

l'illOW

'It's snowing.'

This type of sentence is sometimes referred to as a type of existential
sentence (e.g. !luang 1987 ), hut the JHagmatic function of these constructions
is not to introduce a new referent; the NP which follows the verb is treated as
non-topical, regardless of its identifiability.
An event-central expression can also appear as the comment in a topiccomment structure. In these cases, generally the topic is the possessor of, or is
in some way related to, the NP in the event~central expression. We can sec the
difference between event-central comments about a topic and an unmarked
predicate focus structure from the examples in (26):

(26) a.

h.

"''

si lc
ji1qin.
3sn die ASP father
'I lis father died.'
Ta

de

3so

GEN

}i1qin ,\'i It•'
father die ASP
'His father died.'

(26a) involves "possessor ascension", ami i:;; an example of what is often

referred to as an "adversative" construction. The topic has no active control

'
'
:

l
'

.
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over the action represented by the verb (Guo 1990:27). A hctter translation
for this sentence would be lie ll'as affected by the death l~{(his)father. What
gives the sentence this adversative reading is the fact that 'father' is made
non-topical, by being placed in post verbal position, so that the dying of the
father can be expressed as an event-central statement, which is then the
assertion about the topic (cf. Kuno's (1987:206) concept of "empathy", the
speaker's identification with the person or thing 11ffcctcd by the event being
articulated). On the other hand, (26h) is a predicate focus statement about the
topic 'his father', who died.
This structure is also possible with proper nnmcs appearing in por.:tvcrbal
position, as in the following example. which could he the hrigadc~lcadcr's
response to his superior's request for information about how the hattie went.
and could not be interpreted as a statement ahout Zhangsan and Lisi:
(27) D11i
li
.<i
/e Zhm11imn, U.<i.
Brigade inside die ASP Zhangsan Lisi
jln (our) brigade Zhangsan and Lisi died.'
11te unitary nature of the event-central phrase is evident in one type of
aspectual marking that can appear with these structures. In general, noniteralive achievement verbs such as Ji 'die' /an 'rot', and che11 'sink' cannot
appear with the "experiential" aspect marker xuo. yet when these verbs appear
in event-central utterances, they CAN take guo (Guo 1990). This is because of
the verb + post-verbal non-specific NP together being seen as one repeatable
even~ as in the following example, from Guo (1990:26) (sec also the discussion of the use of the adverb you 'again' in this type of structure in Tcng 1974):
(28) a.

si guo yi pi
ma.
die ASP one CLASS horse
'One of his horses died (on him).'

Ta

3SG

b.

Ta /an guo wruhi ji11
xhm!{jiao.
3sa rot ASP fifty
catty banana
'Fifty cattics of his bananas rotted (on him).'

Contrast these with the following unacceptable examples, in which the prcver-

i bal NP must be interpreted as the topic of the verb and therefore can only
I. e<perience the action of the verb once:
(29) a.

•Ta ym1 yi pi
11w
si
guo.
3so have one CLASS horse die ASP
'(He has a horse that died (lit.: has experienced dying).)'

\

i
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b.

*Ta

you

wuslri jin

xim1g}iao fan guo.

3sc; have fifty calty banana
rot ASP
1
'(lie has fifty calties of bananas that rotted (lit.: have experi-j
cnccd rolling).)'
·
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b. Ruguo faslreng zhe }ian
slriqing, jirt ...
if
happen this CLASS affair then
'If that happens, then .. .'

c. Zicong zou /e

Zlwngsan yilwu, jiu ...

Because of this unity of the verb + post-verbal NP, this structure is thJ
from
go ASP Zhangsan after then
pragmat!c equivalent o_f noun incorporation. In languages with grammatically
'Ever since Zhangsan left, ... '
marked mcorporatton, mcorporation of a subject noun into an intransitive verb
converts a simple categorical (topic-comment) judgement into a thetic state· In these examples the post-verbal referent is identifiable, but it is not focal in
mcnt, and incorporation of a subject or object noun into a transitive verb can the way that Zlrangsan is in (30) (it is not contrastive). II is also not a topic. In
convert a double categorical (topic-comment within topic-comment) judge- adverbial clauses such as these, the proposition is pragmatically presupposed;
ment into a simple categorical statement (Sasse 1984:260). In Chinese there is there is no predication in the information-conveying sense of this word. The
no rnark ing of incorporation other than word order and possibly intonation, but predicate then is not to be constmed as being about the postverhal NP; the
the pragmatic effect is the same (sec below for more on pragmatic incorpora- postverbal NP is presented as part of an event, and the event is simply
tion).
background information for the assertion to come, as shown by the subordinat'lltcrc me examples of postverbal Nl's that arc identifiable in structures ing (relational) conjunctions.
that look like presentational structures, but these are actually event-central "
constructions, as in (30) (Li and Thompson's (30), p. 517), where the post ver- 3-.3 Pragmatic incorporarion
bal NPs arc proper names:
NPs that are not crucially involved in the assertion, thai is, that are not topical
(30) Women de
>wmlwi zhi
/ai
/e Zltangsan gen Usi.
or focal, can also appear in constmctions where they act as modifiers of the
I PL
GEN party
only come ASP Zhangsan and Lisi
verb (and so are within the comment), as is the case with the instruments
'Only Zhangsan and Lisi came to our party.'
incorporated into the verbs in (32):
McCawley (1988:7) considers the postvcrbal NP in this example as "indefi/uw-shao
kou-shi
(32) qiang-bi
nite" because he feels that the NP is the "focus" of the adverb z/ti 'only', so
fire-burn
mouth-test
,
''
gun-kill
"the meaning of such a combination is that of an 'indefinite' NP: ziti ...
'kill with a gun'
'burn with fire' 'take an oral exam'
Zltangsan means 'no one but Zhangsan "'. L. Li (1986:350) also claims that the
NP following zhi 'only' must be "indefinite" (wu ding). The problem here is The type of NP in this construction is preverbal but non-topical. We can see
distinguishing between a referent's discourse status (identifiability) and in- from this that simply being in preverbal position does not make an NP
formation structure: it is true that the NP is being treated as non-topical, but "definite", nor docs it make it a topic. The fact that it is non-referential may
preclude it from being "definite", but it does not preclude it from being a
being non-topical docs not mean it is necessarily "indefinite".
This event-central construction also appears in background or scene~ topic, nor docs not being in sentence initial position preclude it from being at
setting clauses (examples from lluang 1987:242):
least a secondary topic (see the discussion of (33) below). II is simply the
semantics of the combination, and the lack of any possible relevant topic(31) a. Suirmr
lai
le
Lisilnei ge
ren,
keshi ...
comment association that leads the hearer to infer an instrumental meaning
although come ASP Lisi/that cLASS person but
for the preverbal NP.
'Although Lisi/that person has come, .. .'
. A different type of pragmatic incorporation is the double nominative
(feng 1974) (or possessor ascension - T'ox 1981) structure. This structure

I
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incorporates a comment about a body part and the body part itself into 8 I
comment about the possessor of the body part. As body parts arc "universally
not conceived of as discourse characters or as independent entities about
which information is given during a conversation" (Sasse 1987:571)." the
body part is pragmatically incorporated into the comment, and the possessor
of the body part becomes the topic about which the comment is made."
.
(33) a.

Wo duzi e
/e.
I so belly hungry AS I'
j

b.

(a) verb medial word order has the function of distinguishing topical or nonfocal NPs from focal or non-topical NPs, not "definite" and "indefinite" NPs,
and (b) constructions have developed in Chinese which allow the topical
(non-focal) and focal (non-topical) clements in marked focus structures to he
clearly distinguished. In short, I would argue that in order to understand
syntactic structures in Chinese, we need to make clear the role of pragmatic
and semantic relations, and the interactions between them, in determining
those structures.

I' 111 hungry.'

~Vo

lou tenK /e.
I sn head hurt ASP
'I have a headache.'

In this type of double-topic construction, the main topic ('lsg' in both examples) is semantically the possessor of the secondary topic ('bclly'l'head'), but
it is not grammatically marked as such, as the secondary topic has been
incorporated into the comment about the main topic. l11ere is also a comment
about the secondary topicB There arc structures where a topic-comment
structure is itself an assertion about a more salient topic; that is, constructions
exist that function to delineate primary from secondary topics, where the
secondary topic is part of the assertion about the primary topic (cf. Tsao's
( 1987) treatment of the ba construction).
Lambrecht ( 1989) argues that a sentence such as My .<tomaclr hurts is a
~cntcnce focus structure because the subject noun is marked as a non-topic by
rts prosodic stress, which is usually associated with objects. In Chinese,
though, this proposition is not expressed in a sentence focus structure, but in
the type of predicate focus structure involving pragmatic incorporation of the
body part. In the English form of this proposition, the first person referent is
not set off as a separate topic (it simply modifies the subject), but semantically
it could also be said to be a statement about the first person referent. In
Chinese this is simply made explicit.

4.
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Abbreviations used In glosses
LOC= locative verb; N~A= negative aspect marker; NOMLZR= nominali:T-cr; for further
abbreviations, see list on pp. ix.

Notes
I owe a great debt of gratitude to Ivy Cheng, Derek llcrforth, Knud Lambrecht, Mark V.
LaPolla, Naicong Li, T~ong-hung Lin, Ching-Ching LU, James D. McCawley, James A.
Matisoff, Johanna Nichols. Tian-shin Jackson Sun, Sandra A. Thompson, Rohert D. Van
Valin, Jr .• and the editor,; of this volume for their very helpful comments on earlier drafts
of this paper. The examples, unless otherwise marked, are from a!iiking native speakers,
given a particular context, what would he a natural ullerance in that context.

I.

Cf. Comrie's (1981:72) analysis of Russian word order, which he says is pragmatically
determined (with the focus at the end), and unrelated to syntactic functions, and Sas~~;e's
(1981) analysis of Doni, a language of the Ea!'tern Cu!iihitic group, which also has
pragmatically determined word order.

2.

Cf. Kuno's division of infommtion into two different concepts: "the concept applied to
: lexical items, on the one hand, and the concept applied to the particular semantic relations
which lexical items enter into in the given sentence" (Kuno 1972:272).

3.

By 'unmarked' here I mean the statistically most common type of sentence, where the
comment follows the topic without involving a cleft or other type of 'marked' construe~
tion.

4.

(2e) would be the equivalent of a ".o;tressed focus it-cleft". An example of what would be
an example of the equivalent of a wh-cleft (contra Teng 1979), as defined in Prince 1978
is (i):
(i) Wo

What I have tried to show in this discussion of word order in Chinese is that

mei mai de
.<hi cai.
tso N*A buy NOMUR cor vegetables.
'What I didn't buy was vexetahtr.t. '

As Prince points out, "thotJgh the it-deft presents information (old vs. new) in an ahcrrant
order, it clearly marh which is which" (1978:897).
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6.
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This clearly ~ocs heyontl lhe definilinn uf "new" information in (.1lafe 1974:112 a.'l that
which is "assumed not to he in tht" nddrcs<;ec's con~;ciousness". It is closer to the concept of
"added information" in Chafe 19R7, hut it seems for Chafe (and also Comrie 1981 :56) that
"new infnrnmtion" is often simply It "new" c~m<;tituent.
I did not usc nn example exactly parnllclw the ones in (5) hecause the r~sence of the first
person pronoun and the senmntics of the nr~mnent in the example complicate the point I
am trying to make. These complicatinns are discussed in Section 3.

7.

It is possihle to consider that wilh generics the questions of referentialily and identifiability
arc neutralir.ed, due to the fnctthat they are unindividuated, as art- non-referential NPs, bul
at the same time can he topical, as if they were referential (Giv6n 1984:413). For the
puqmscs nf this paper I will treat them as non-referential NPs.

8.

The need for at lea<:! two nf the<:C" refinements was due to Li and Thompson's earlier
analysis (cf. l.i nnd Thompson 1974h) nf f,e;, zai, nod other phrase-forming morphemes as
prcvositions. If instcnd we reco~ni7e (M Li :md Thompson themselves do in later papen)
that these morphemes, which in Old Chinese, and in some cases also in Modem Chinese,
are verbs, are still not cmnpletely grammaticalin·d. we can do away with Refinements 3
and 4.

9.

For cx.nmples other than those given here, see (iivt)n I97R. Xu 1987, and Chen 1986. See
Xu 1987 also for discussinn of the correllpondence of 7.ero fonn in C"'hinese with forms
marked hy the definite mtidc or definite pronoun in English.

I 0.

See C Sun 1988 for a discomse based study showing that there is a tendency for the
rcpre~cnlation of a referent which is "thematically important" to have the numeral plus
classifier phrase when that referent is fir!'t introduced into the discourse, and for the
representation of a referent which is not "thematically important" to not include the
numeral plus classifier phrase; sec also Lambrecht. to appear, p. 67, for cross~linguistic
evidence of the numeral plu~ classifier vs. plain dassifer strategy.

I I.

As mentioned in the Introduction, it is necessary to separate the pragmatic status of the
referent of the NP in the mind of the speaker/hearer from the pragmatic relations that the
NP is involved in.

I 2.

See Lamhrcdll, to appc;u, p. 69, for a similar :malysis of C1.ech. Lambrecht al~o cites
Arahic, l~ussian, Amh:u ic, Ttukish, Jnpanese. Finnish, and lfungarian ac; languages where
a claim (hy lletnon 1975) of correlation between preverbal definite marking and postvedml indefinite marking in locative sentences is "unwarranted".

13.

Due to space limitations, only sentence focus stmctures will be discussed here. A number
of <)!her word order patterns are dealt with in LaPolla, in preparation.

14.

It is not necessarily the case that all new referents are introduced with one of the following
presentative constructions. lleHing ( 1989) arguec; that (at lea~! in the languages she looked
at) new referents are oflcn introduced in verbless pre<:entational utlerances. Naicong Li
(p.c.) has suggested that there may be a difference between those referents introduced in
presentative constructions and those not introduced in pre!"ientative constructions in terms
of their viability as topic'> in the follmving discour!'e, Both of these que!itions can only be
solved by reference to a sizahle discourse databac;c, which at the present time is unavailable to me_
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The juncture here is actually on a level lower thnn the clause, and a type of nexus differ~nt
from both coordination and ttubordination, ~iving u~ whAt has often h~en called a senal
verb construction. See the discu!'sion he low of exnmple (22), and particularly note 18.

IS.

With prosodic ,;tress on y 11anzi, this cm1hl also be a contrastive narrow f~cus constru~tion,
but then the 'one dog' would mean nne dnJl nut nf n numher of dog!t mtroduced m the

16.

preceding discoune.
This is where we can see the interaction of semantic and pratlmatic factor~. II is ~ece!lsary
to use this construction in this case, rather than the "inverllion" type as seen m (14h),
because the argument in focu!l i!l the actor of the verh :<ia11g 'think' as opposed to the
undergoer of the predicate 'arrived'. Since nn actor mu~t always precede .the verh, the
bidausal construction allows the focal actor to hoth appear in the focal positiOn of the ynu
clause and still be in its proper preverbal position vis-~· vis xiong.

17.

See Van Valin 1984, 1993 fordi!>cussion of juncture and nexus types, and 11~nselll993 for
a discussion of some juncture-nexus type!~ in Chinese. Essential I~. a ~oR.P. IS .the verb and
its direct argument !I, and doe!O not include the entire clause; cmmlmattmiiS a Juncture type
where the two elements are non-emhcddrd and non-dependent, as opposed to
cosulwrdination (non-embedded hut dependent) and .wlmrdination (embedded).

18.

•'

Tai 1973:661-663 in fact posit,. this fmm as the "underlying" form. for nil relative claus.es.
Lambrecht ( 1988) treats the second dause in this type of cnnstmctton as~ type of rela.ttve
clause which is a siMcr to the flr!'t clau!'>e, whereas Sasse ( 1987:541) constders all re:lauv.e!'l
to be non-finite, so hdieves the second clause is not a rdativ~ or S<~me other non·lim~~
clause. but is a finite clause "in a looser appositional connechon With the first clause .
There are ca~es where the line i~ not so clear, as in the fnllowing attested example (from H.

19.

Sun 1982:297):
(i) Zang~Mian
y 1m1
zlumx lwi ym1
:cuduo zlwngyao yuyin
Tibeto-Bunnan family middle still have many important phonetic
xian.xiang
qi
genytwn zhide
tantrw .
phenomenon GEN origin
deserve investigation
..
'In the Tibeto-Burmnn languages there are many phenomena whose ongm~ are
worthy of investigation.'
This example differs from the earlier examples in. the inclusion nf the, phrase qi K.t"nyrmn
· 'GEN origin', which makes this look very much like a post-head relattve, somethtng that
Chinese supposedly does not have!

20.

2

'~ Expressed in the form of a decompositional semantic represen.ttHionb. l~i·lt 'c~H:~~~ a:~e)'
,, would be [BECOME be-at'(x)}, where x is a theme (t11e pre<1tcate emg a .sa I .
,
whereas pa 'climb' would be (pa ·(x)), where x. is an effector/agent (the predtcate bet~g an
activity verb). As effector/agents cannot appear postver~ally, ~e.can.s~e.why onl~ 111 ~he
structure in (24) can the argument appear post verbally wllh pa chmb : .'' ts a combmat10n
of the two predicates, the state predicate providing the theme status, whteh the~ allows the
·argument 10 appear postverhally: fpa'(x.) Rr~·~ME he-at'(x.)} (see Van Vahn 1993 for
discussion of this type of semantic deeompmattnn).

.See' also Hopper and Thompson (1984, 1985) on the "low categoriality" (as no?.~s) of
1.

body parts. Though they are as referential as the perm~ to whom ~hey be~~"&.: '" tht
.
s• body parts are not in general autonomous, (hscour~e-sahent enht1es and so
d tscour
.-.
·
· · 'd
1 - 't' "
"are treated
in grammar and discourse as dependent, non-md1v1 uale( ent1 1es

(1984:726. 1985:167. empha<i' in original).

_3_2_6_________________________:R::_a::_n::_d:,:):_:''::·:_:l::..a:.:_P~o~l/~a
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22.

Nichols ( 19881~:22) sees possessor ascension as the promotion of the posses~>or IO Giv6n, T. J979b. "From discourse to syntax: Grammar as a proce~~ing strategy." In
ar~umcnthnnd m the dnuse (the a1>cended Jl<lSsessor no lnntter form!& an NP with the i
Giv6n, ed. 1979o.81-112.
possessed nmm), which make:'! it a dependent on the verh rather than on the pos~es!&edl Oiv6n, T. 1981. "Logic vs. Pragmatic~::, with naturnllnngunge n~ the referee." lo11rnal of
noun. It then hccomcs a clausal, rather thnn phrasal, JXlSSe'lsive pallern. Giv6n ( 1979b:91)i
Pragmatic.< 6.81-133.
s:cs it simply as tnpit'nli7.ntion of the posse.;snr hecause it is a more topical NP. The only'
dtffcrence between these analyses and my analysis is whether we look at possessor Giv6n, T. 1984. Syntax A Functionai-Typologic-allntmduction, Vol I. 1\mslen.lam/Philndelphia: John Benjamin~.
ascension from the point of view of the ascended po!'sessor or the incorporated possessed.
noun.
Guo, Jimao. 1990. "Ling Zhu Shu Bing Ju (Sentences where the subject possesses the

23.

See Tcng 1974 for nrgtnncnts why the sentence initial NP is a distinct topic not in the
same NP as the affected body part and why !he secondary topic should be seen as
incorporated into the predication about the primary topic.
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